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Abstract
In order to help the user to search for relevant information, Question and Answering (Q&A) Systems
provide the possibility to formulate the question freely in a natural language, retrieving the most
appropriate and concise answers. These systems interpret the user question to understand his
information needs and return him the more adequate replies in a semantic sense; they do not perform
a statistical word search like happens in the existing search engines. There are several approaches to
developing and deploying Q&A Systems, making it hard to choose the best way to build the system.
To turn easier this process, we are proposing a way to automatically create Q&A Systems (AcQA)
based on DSLs, thus allowing the setup and the validation of the Q&A System independent of the
implementation techniques. With our proposal (AcQA language), we want the developers to focus
on the data and contents, instead of implementation details. We conducted an experiment to assess
the feasibility of using AcQA. The study was carried out with people from the computer science field
and shows that our language simplifies the development of a Q&A System.
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1 Introduction
With the increased usage of personal assistants, which allow the user to ask questions and
get answers from various subjects, these types of systems are being used by a large number
of people. Approximately forty or fifty years ago, studies began on Q&A (Question and
Answering) Systems [39, 9, 33, 16], but due to computational limitations, these systems
had limited scope. Some Q&A Systems were more or less successful; some of them were
discontinued, demonstrating the difficulty of building and maintaining a system capable of
understanding natural language as a human can. Even so, demand increased at a high pace,
leading to researches to build better and more efficient systems.
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Questions are asked and answered several times per day by a human. Q&A Systems try
to do the same level of interaction between computers and humans. This approach differs
from standard search engines (Google, Bing, and other search engines) because it makes an
effort to understand what the question expresses and try to give concise answers instead of
using keywords from the question asked and provide documents as results.
A simple Q&A System is composed of several processes: question analysis, query pro-
cessing (extraction of potential answers), and answer formulation [11]. To be able to create
a functional Q&A System, all these processes have to be carefully chosen by the domain
specialist and implemented by the programmer. The programmer has to be an expert in
the chosen programming language, as well as the various libraries required to implement the
system (Natural Language Processing, Neural Networks, Database Access, among others).
These complex systems increase the possibility of errors occurring, making the implementation
process more time consuming and costly.
Domain-specific Languages (DSLs) can simplify and accelerate the development of appli-
cations. The development of a DSL to construct a Q&A System allows the user to specify
components used in these systems more abstractly. This approach makes the process of
implementing the system more straightforward and less error-prone. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that uses DSL to create Q&A Systems. We did not identify
any similar work to compare and discuss.
Taking into account the importance of Q&A Systems and the complex tasks that must
be implemented to create such an intelligent tool, the goal for this paper is to discuss the
design of AcQA (Automatic creation of Q&A Systems) DSL to make the development of
these systems easier following a systematic and rigorous approach.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Q&A Systems are discussed in Section 2; in
Section 3 some relevant aspects on the use of DSLs for automatic construction of language-
based tools are presented; AcQA language is then presented in Section 4; Section 5 describes
an experiment and discusses the results; and in Section 6 conclusions are presented and
directions for future work are proposed.
2 Question & Answering Systems
The wideness of information available associated with the demand for direct answers from
the users requires a different approach from standard search engines. The use of natural
language to communicate with computer systems turns the information technology useful for
all types of persons, allowing them to specify deeply the information needed. Q&A Systems
are not new, but they still need to be improved in terms of answers accuracy, and in terms
of knowledge domains. The main idea of these systems is to receive the user question and
analyze not only the keywords but also the intention. To discover the intent within a question
is not an easy task. Besides the capability of understanding the user question, the system
must retrieve the best possible answers, ranking them.
There are several approaches in the literature explaining the construction of Q&A Systems
[15, 25, 36, 38], explaining the typical sequence of development stages. At first, several
technical approaches should be carefully studied to allow the processing of natural language.
In the past, small Knowledges Bases were used, allowing the construction of simple Q&A
Systems. These systems used simple schemas with a small number of entities and relations, ad-
hoc approaches (manually constructed rules), among other strategies to create the knowledge
base (KB). The KB was specifically tailored to the specific domain, needing much effort
from the original designers of the Q&A System to add new content or add a new domain.
These strategies do not support the construction of scalable systems and turn complex the
development of open domain systems.
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To construct a Q&A System, we need to develop three processes: question analysis, query
processing (extraction of potential answers), and answer formulation. The techniques used
for question analysis seeks to recover meaning from the input text, sometimes employing
Natural Language Processing (NLP) to achieve the goal. Natural Language Processing is an
area of computation that includes parsing, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, statistical models,
ontologies, and machine learning [24]. Pattern matching and the use of tags can also be
used to process the input text. Query processing approaches are responsible for handling the
input text to create the queries necessary to extract relevant information from the KB. The
answer formulation uses information gathered in question analysis and query processing to
generate or retrieve possible answers.
The result of a Q&A System can be fragments of documents, a list of links to web pages,
images, a simple and concise sentence, or a ranking of sentences. This work is focused on
systems that retrieve one answer or a rank-ordered list of answer candidates.
Q&A Systems are classified as being closed or open domain. In open domain Q&A
Systems, the questions are domain-independent, and the system aims to answer anything
that the user asks. In this case, an extensive repository of information must be used, and
the system must be able to answer questions of all kinds of subjects. Restricted domain
Q&A Systems (closed-domain) work only with a specific domain, not being able to answer
questions outside the proposed field. The information repository is based on a well-defined
knowledge base, made out of data only related to the proposed field, being able to achieve
better accuracy than open domain Q&A System.
Some examples of open domain Q&A Systems are Intelligent Q&A System based on
Artificial Neural Network [2], Automatic Question-Answering Based on Wikipedia Data
Extraction [22], A Content-Aware Hybrid Architecture for Answering Questions from Open-
domain Texts [21], WolframAlpha [23] and IBM Watson [15]. Some examples of Closed
domain Q&A Systems are Q&A System on Education Acts [28], Python Question Answer
System (PythonQA) [35], and K-Extractor [4].
2.1 Available Q&A Systems
There are several Q&A Systems using NLP to process the user input data and provide
answers accordingly. In the work proposed by Ramos et al. [35], the PythonQA system was
developed to answers questions about the programming language Python. It was developed
in the Python programming language, together with some libraries such as Natural Language
ToolKit (NLTK) [8], Django, among others. The system processes the input from the user
dividing a phrase into several components and trying to identify three main elements: action,
keywords, and the question type. Then, these three elements are compared to the knowledge
base, built with data from the Python Frequently Asked Questions, to retrieve and show
answers to the users of the Q&A System.
MEANS [6] also used NLP to process the corpora and user questions. The medical subject
is the domain that was used by the authors of this Q&A System. The knowledge base was
created through sources of RDF annotated documents, based on an ontology. To provide
better answers, the authors propose ten question types to classify user questions.
Other works use ontologies as KB, as in [34], [30], [7], [26]. The authors in [34] propose a
Q&A System that uses ontology assistance, template assistance, and user modeling techniques
to achieve 85% of accuracy in their experiments. The authors of [30] propose an algorithm
to automatically update the ontology used by the system and use a semantic analyzer that
operates on an ontology to extract answers.
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To be able to answer questions about the United Kingdom Parliament education acts, a
Q&A System was proposed in [28]. The knowledge base was made from the data publicly
available from the United Kingdom parliament using NLP techniques. This proposed Q&A
System uses only keywords from the user question, ignoring the question type and other
pieces of information present in the user input text.
Some works use artificial intelligence (AI) to process questions and create the knowledge
base for the Q&A System. In [10], a Q&A System, called AskHERMES, is proposed to solve
complex clinical questions. The authors use five types of resources to construct the knowledge
base (MEDLINE, PubMed, eMedicine, Wikipedia, and clinical guidelines). The user input
question is classified by twelve general topics, made by a support vector machine (SVM). The
authors process possible answers through a question summarization and answer presentation
modules based on a clustering technique. Another work using AI is proposed by Weissenborn
et al. [40], where the authors propose a Q&A System based on fast neural network techniques.
According to results from their proposed system, the system uses a simple proposed heuristic
to achieve the same performance compared to more complex systems.
There are Q&A Systems that work with different input, like images. In [14], an approach
to generate image descriptions automatically is proposed. Firstly words describing the image
are discovered and stored. Secondly, it generates sentences associating the objects in the
picture. The final step is to rank the phrases according to the MERT [31] model to present
the sentences to the user.
As it was said, the most well-known examples of open domain Q&A Systems are
Wolfram[23] and IBM Watson [15]. WolframAlpha and IBM Watson are examples of this
type of Q&A Systems. WolframAlpha is a well-established Q&A System to answer questions
of any type and was initially a closed domain Q&A System to answer questions about
mathematics. It allows the user to extend the version available online with the pre-existing
knowledge base or to upload data through a paid subscription. IBM Watson is a Q&A
System that was initially created to play in the Jeopardy TV quiz program. Watson is now
an Artificial Intelligence framework provided by IBM. It allows working with a variety of
areas, such as Q&A Systems and natural language processing. Watson is available through
paid subscriptions.
3 Domain Specific Languages (DSL)
Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) can simplify the development of applications [1]. Ac-
cording to Fowler [17], Domain-Specific Language is a computer programming language of
limited expressiveness focused on a particular domain. Although the handicap of having
to learn a new language[29], Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) can accelerate and make
simple the development of applications [1].
DSLs are relevant to developers for two main reasons: improving programmer productivity
and allowing programmers and non-programmers to read and understand the source code. The
improved programmer productivity is achieved because DSLs try to resolve a minor problem
than general-purpose programming languages (GPL) [18], making it more straightforward to
write and modify programs/specifications.
Since usually DSLs are smaller than GPLs, they allow domain specialists to see the
source code and get a more general view of their business. DSLs offer the capacity to domain
specialists to create a functional system, with no prior knowledge of GPLs.
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What distinguishes DSLs from GPLs is the expressiveness of the language. Instead of
providing all the features that a GPL must contain, such as supporting diverse data types,
control, and abstraction structures, the DSL has to support only elements that are necessary
to a real domain. Examples of commonly used DSLs, according to [18], are SQL, Ant, Rake,
Make, CSS, YACC, Bison, ANTLR, RSpec, Cucumber, HTML, LaTeX.
Generative programming is related to the construction of specialized and highly optimized
solutions through a combination of modules to decrease the conceptual gap between coding
and domain concepts. This approach simplifies the management of several components,
increasing efficiency (space and execution time) [13].
In that sense, generative programming recommends to apply separation of concerns,
namely, to deal with one important element at a time, and combine these elements to
generate a component; There is a clear separation from the problem and solution. Each
component can be adapted for different scenarios using parameterization and creating
different families of components, implying the management of dependencies and interactions
to combine them.
Generative programming uses DSL at a modeling level [12] to allow users to operate
directly with the domain concepts, instead of dealing with implementation details of GPLs.
The system can automatically generate executable code from a textual or graphical DSL
specification [13].
In this work, the concept of generative programming is applied through the use of a DSL
to allow the automatic creation of Q&A Systems, avoiding the need to build the system
line-by-line. A compilers generator is used to process the DSL formal specification (grammar)
to build a Q&A System compiler. That new compiler will automatically produce the desired
Q&A System taking into account the input description written using the DSL proposed.
Section 4 presents the proposed approach.
4 AcQA – Automatic creation of Q&A Systems
The use of generative programming and domain-specific languages allows domain specialists to
develop entire Q&A Systems without the need to code or have knowledge in GPLs. We used
these concepts to enforce constraints and validate inputs, allowing domain specialists to build
the Q&A System focusing on what techniques to use, rather than how to implement them.
In this Section, the domain-specific language AcQA (Automatic creation of Q&A Systems)
is presented. AcQA allows an expert or regular user to specify this kind of system more
straightforwardly than in a GPL. The focus is on the behavior of the whole system, rather
than how to implement them. This approach allows the user to focus on the data that are
made available for building the system knowledge base as well as change behaviors such as
the techniques that need to be used to process the user inputs (questions) and its front-end
(Web, WebService, others). Experienced Q&A Systems developers who already have tools to
construct Q&A Systems can extend the AcQA language to use these tools. Domain experts
who have no previous experience developing Q&A Systems can develop a functional Q&A
System using only the AcQA DSL.
To achieve the objective of generating a Q&A System, we propose to apply the concepts
discussed in the Sections 2 and 3. We developed the grammar for AcQA DSL to be recognized
by the AcQA Engine. The AcQA Engine uses the ANTLR [32] tool to process the user
specification written in AcQA DSL. This engine is responsible for recognizing specifications
written in AcQA and preparing all the required configuration and code generation needed to
run the Q&A System. Our work generates Python code to handle the tasks needed both by
the compiler and the generated Q&A System.
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Figure 1 AcQA architecture.
Figure 1 depicts the steps needed to generate the Q&A System and describe how they
are connected. First, the user writes a specification of the desired Q&A System in AcQA. It
has to define at least three essential elements: the server where the system is going to be
deployed, the input data to generate the knowledge base, and which user interface to use.
These items and options are explained and discussed in Section 4.1. After the specification
written by the user is validated, the AcQA Engine starts to generate the code for the Q&A
System. First, the Engine generates the techniques needed to process the inputs from the
user of the Q&A System. Secondly, the code for the front-end (user interface) is generated.
The third step is to deploy the generated Q&A System into the server. When the server is
ready, the data required to make the KB is supplied to the Q&A System to produce the
initial KB. After these steps, the Q&A System is ready to process questions and provide
answers to the final users. The KB is build by the natural language processing algorithms
defined in the AcQA specification. More details on the techniques used to generate the KB
are provided in the paper [3].
It is also possible for a user with proper knowledge of GPL and natural language processing
techniques to implement new algorithms extending the existing techniques through an
interface available in AcQA. The user can choose which parser is used for the system access
and understand the data. The data is then processed by the AcQA Engine to generate the
knowledge base used by the Q&A System. This module resorts to general-purpose parsers
available to import XML, TXT, SQL, or customized parsers to deal with proprietary data
formats.
The AcQA Engine processes all specified options to create a Q&A System accordingly to
available front-ends (HTTP and Representational State Transfer (RESTful) web service).
With the help of Server Templates, the AcQA Engine connects to a server and installs and
configures all the requirements needed to deploy the Q&A System.
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1 acqaFile: lines+ EOF;
2 lines: ( comment | decl | TERMINATOR | EOF) ;
3 decl: inputfile | techniques | ui | server | nodeploy |
cleankb ;
4 inputfile: INPUT ’(’ PATH (’,’ input_options )* ’)’;
5 techniques: TECHNIQUES ’(’ TECHNIQUES_TYPE (’,’
techniques_options )* ’)’;
6 ui: UI ’(’ UI_TYPE (’,’ ui_options )* ’)’;
7 server: SERVER ’(’ HOST (’,’ server_options )*’)’;
8 techniques_options: params ;
9 server_options: (USER | PASSWORD | KEY )’=’ value;
10 ui_options: params ;
11 input_options: INPUT_PARSER | params ;
12 params:key ’=’value;
13 key: IDENTIFIER ;
14 value:NUMERIC_LITERAL | STRING_LITERAL | INT | PATH;
15 comment:COMMENT | SINGLE_LINE_COMMENT | MULTILINE_COMMENT ;
16 PATH: STRING_LITERAL ;
17 STRING_LITERAL: ’\’’ ( ~’\’’ | ’\’\’’ )* ’\’’;
18 SINGLE_LINE_COMMENT: ’--’ ~[\n]*;
19 MULTILINE_COMMENT: ’/*’ .*? ( ’*/’ | EOF );
Figure 2 AcQA grammar fragment.
To conclude, AcQA language is an external DSL, containing a custom syntax to make the
specification and parameterization of a Q&A System more friendly for the user. There is
also a default value for parameters, thus allowing the user to specify only a few values and
build the Q&A System automatically. In Section 4.1, we present the main sections of AcQA
grammar, and in Section 4.2, we present an example of a Q&A System written in AcQA
syntax; the idea is to give more details on the AcQA language and illustrate its use.
4.1 DSL Design
The AcQA language already has several off-the-shelf elements to allow the construction of a
Q&A System. This Section presents the elements available to be used by the Q&A System
creator.
Figure 2 shows the main elements of AcQA grammar. The listing in that figure shows
the declaration of the main definitions needed to set up the initial working Q&A System.
Each line of a specification in AcQA can have a comment or a declaration (lines 1 and 2).
AcQA DSL has six declaration blocks (line 3): Input File, Techniques, UI, Server, NoDeploy,
and CleanKB. These blocks specify the behavior of the generated Q&A System.
The input file (line 4 in Figure 2) specifies the data that has to be imported to create the
knowledge base of the Q&A System. Line 4 shows that AcQA specification needs the user to
set the path where the input file is located. The input block also allows the user to set optional
parameters (line 11) to change the parser’s behavior, such as parser type, parser options.
There are several parser types for parsing the user data needed to build the knowledge base.
In this first release of AcQA, it is possible to parse the following file formats: eXtensible
Markup Language (XML), Raw Text (in any encoding, as long as it works with Python),
SQL, HTML, DOC, XLS or PDF. Other file formats can be processed through the extension
of an interface provided by the AcQA language, and it is the developer’s responsibility to
program this extension. The optional parameters are in the form of key => value (as defined
in lines 12-14) to change the behavior of the parser.
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The Techniques block (line 6 in Figure 2) defines which techniques are used in the question
analysis, answer retrieval, and answer formulation processes. If this block is not specified, the
default behavior is to use techniques associated with the Triplets approach. These Triplets
techniques are initially based on works described in [3] and [35], where a closed-domain Q&A
System was developed. These techniques were used as the initial approaches to accelerate
the development of AcQA DSL and use the know-how from our language processing group
(gEPL). The not obligatory options are defined as key => value.
The UI block is responsible for specifying which type of UI the system deploys (line 6
in Figure 2). The initially available front-ends to provide access to the Q&A System are
twofold: HTTP and RESTful WebService. The HTTP front-end is a graphical interface
available through the HTTP protocol, having a responsive interface and can be accessed
through computers, tablets, or cell phones. Using the RESTful front-end allows the creators
of the Q&A System who already has some developed platform to provide access to the user
who wants to ask questions, by integrating their platform with the generated Q&A System.
Figure 5 shows the HTTP front-end visualization in a computer and on a smartphone. The
block of AcQA that configures and deploys the system to a given location is the Server
(line 7). The user needs to specify the server’s hostname, the user name, and password, or
the RSA key to access the server.
The last two declaration types are reserved words and change the way that the system is
deployed, as shown in Figure 2 (end of line 3). If the user does not specify the keywords
NoDeploy or CleanKB, the AcQA Engine deploys all the generated code and sends the input
data to be processed by the Q&A System. All previous configurations are lost if there is
already a running instance of the Q&A System in the server. The keyword NoDeploy does
not reinstall the Q&A System and maintain all data already present on the server. When
the developer wants to empty the KB, they can use the keyword CleanKB.
All the parameters written in AcQA are syntactically and semantically validated. For
example, the parameters path and hostname are syntactically verified in the grammar of
AcQA. AcQA Engine is responsible for enforcing semantic correctness.
4.2 Specifying a Q&A System for Board&Card Games in AcQA DSL
This Section illustrates AcQA DSL syntax by specifying a board & card games Q&A System.
The language syntax of AcQA was defined to be simple, allowing the user to create a
specification of a Q&A System without the need to have prior knowledge on GPL’s. The
language syntax also allows the user to parameterize the techniques used to build the
knowledge base, process answers, and other parameters.
The Q&A System specified in AcQA is intended to answer questions concerning board &
card games. This subsection gives an overview of the domain of the Q&A System. It also
discusses the data used in the running example.
According to [19], board games are games with a fixed set of rules that limit the number
of pieces on a board, the number of positions for these pieces, and the number of possible
moves. There are several discussion groups on the Internet about these types of games; they
allow users to ask questions about the rules, strategies, or even questions about the games.
An example of one question about the game Exploding Kittens is: How many persons can
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Figure 3 Board and Card Games Q&A System specification in AcQA.
StackExchange (SE) is an Online Social Question and Answering site which allows users
to post questions and answers, in this case, handwritten into the system by other community
members. Card & Board Games is one of the 166 Stack Exchange Community. We decided to
analyze the Card & Board Games among another Community Question Answer site (CQAS)
because of the public availability of the data, as well as being regularly updated.
The data used in this work were made available on 2019-03-04 and had approximately
40,7 MB of size and 31395 Posts (questions or answers). The data from SE was preprocessed
to extract Questions that have answers from the data dump file.
Figure 3 presents a code fragment of a specification written in AcQA DSL to configure a
Q&A System for Board Games. Line 1 in Figure 3 specifies the file name (with a valid path)
and which parser is used to process and load the user data into the knowledge base of the
Q&A System. It is possible to set optional variables to determine a specific behavior of the
parser. This input file is processed by the AcQA Engine and is sent to the deployed Q&A
System through the RESTful web service (specified in line 4). After receiving this file, the
Q&A System start a task to process the records and generate the knowledge base. In this
example, the techniques block was omitted, so the generated Q&A System uses the triplets
technique by default.
The UI’s are specified in lines 2–4. It is obligatory to specify at least one parameter: the
UI type. In lines 2-3, an HTTP UI is defined with some parameters of the UI: the title of
Q&A System, the HTML used in Section About, the admin credentials to access the admin
page, and the URL used to configure the services in the Server, respectively. In line 4, a
setup of a RESTful web service is shown. The parameter security defines which type of
security is used by the RESTful web service. In this example, the JSON Web Token[5] is
used to provide authentication and authorization in the web service.
The code at line 5 (Figure 3) configures in which Server the Q&A System is deployed,
and the first parameter is the Server hostname. The last two parameters are the login
information that is used to connect to the server through an SSH (Secure Shell) protocol
[41]. The password parameter can be interchanged by the RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman)
cryptographic key for added security [37]. There is also an optional parameter to specify
which type of the Server (Debian, Fedora, among others). Currently, the default value for
the server is Debian-like4.
The AcQA DSL allows the user to change the behavior of the whole Q&A System. For
example, the user can change the language of the system to Portuguese instead of English
using the parameter language="Portuguese" inside the UI block. The changes are applied in
tokenizer, POS (Part-of-Speech) tagger, lemmatizer, and Wordnet language.
4 https://debian.org
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Figure 4 Steps to create a Q&A System.
The steps needed to generate the fully operational Q&A System are depicted in Figure 4.
The AcQA grammar is processed by the compiler from AcQA to generate the AcQA Engine.
The specification is written by the user and recognized by the AcQA compiler. The data
from the user is imported through the Input Parser set in the AcQA specification. The
AcQA Engine then generates a Q&A System specified by the user. The Q&A System is
deployed into the Server when AcQA Engine executes the Deploy Engine. After that, the
Deploy Engine process the User data to create the knowledge base that is used by the fully
operational Q&A System.
When a user of the Q&A System accesses the provided URL in the AcQA specification
(in our example: boardgames.acqa.com), an HTTP Web UI is displayed, as shown in Figure
5. If more than one answer is generated, the answers are presented according to the ranking
generated by the trust value.
5 Assessment
In order to assess the use of AcQA language and test the performance and usability of the
generator implemented, an experiment was designed and conducted. This experiment aims
at recognizing if it is feasible to use a language like AcQA to create in short time and with a
minimum effort Q&A Systems.
The participants in the experiment received a description of a possible scenario within
which they were supposed to create, resorting to AcQA, a Q&A System to answer questions
about a specific domain.
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Figure 5 Screenshot of the Board Games Q&A System generated by AcQA.
5.1 Participants
This experiment was applied to people with distinct education, reaching undergraduate,
M.S., or Ph.D. students, masters, and doctors. All the participants (actually 17) are from
the computer science area and have prior programming experience, ranging from beginners
to experts. There were seventeen participants that successfully answered the survey in this
experiment.
5.2 Hypotheses definition
The experiment was planned to understand if the following research questions (RQ) are true:
RQ1. Does the AcQA usage help to understand Q&A Systems design?
RQ2. Does the AcQA usage affect the time required to deploy a Q&A System?
RQ3. The tools provided with AcQA can successfully assist the user in the development
of the Q&A System?
RQ4. Can AcQA effectively help the user in the deployment of the Q&A System?
5.3 Experiment Design
AcQA language was introduced to the participants through a tutorial on the development and
deployment of a complete Q&A System. This tutorial provides an example of a specification
written in AcQA to produce a Q&A System to work in the board & card games domain. It
explains the input file needed to create the knowledge base of the Q&A System. As input file,
the participant can choose among seven XML files, extracted from Stack Exchange data dump
(as well as the example presented in Section 4.2): cooking, DIY, fitness, hardware, lifehacks,
mechanics, parenting. Credentials to get into a Windows Remote Desktop Connection were
provided to each participant. This remote connection gives access to a fully functional
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) based on Sublime Text Editor, configured to
provide support and syntax highlighting for development under AcQA eco-system.
Credentials to a clean install of a Linux server (Ubuntu Server) are also provided to each
participant; under that server, Q&A System can be deployed and tested.
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After writing his AcQA specification and after building and testing the Q&A System
generated by AcQA Engine, the participant was requested to answer a survey organized
in four parts: section one contains a questionnaire that gathers information about the
participants’ prior experience and academic background; section two collects information
about the participant’s programming experience; section three asks the subject about his
experience in the design and development of Q&A Systems; and finally, Section four enquires
the participant about AcQA usage.
The experiment here described is accessible at https://acqa.di.uminho.pt/experiment/.
It presents the tasks needed to evaluate AcQA language and is available to anyone that wants
to participate and send us feedback about the experience, thus helping the development of
the language.
5.4 Experiment results
As said above, a first instance (others are under preparation) of the described experiments
was conducted recently involving seventeen experienced computer science participants, one
undergraduate student, four Ph.D. students, three masters students, six masters, and three
Ph.D. According to the answers, the majority of participants self-declared as beginners
concerning the development of Q&A Systems.
The answers provided by the participants in this experiment were subjected to a reliability
test using the Cronbach alpha scale. As the values for the Cronbach alpha scale computed
were higher than the threshold of 0.66, the reliability of the measuring instrument can be
confirmed.
Some participants stated that the support tools provided (syntax highlighting and build
help on a code editor) made it easier to program and understand the AcQA code.
Table 1 shows the average, median, and standard deviation of the respondent answers,
quantified in a 1–5 scale.
The research question 1 (Does the AcQA usage help to understand Q&A Systems design)
got an average rate of 4, mostly because the respondents did not have prior experience
(52.94% of respondents) or are beginners (35.29%) developing Q&A Systems. Only 5.88% of
participants stated that were regular Q&A System developers, and 5.88% self-declared as
experts.
Analysing the experiment outcomes and the answers collected from the seventeen ques-
tionnaires, it is fair to conclude that the four research questions were positively confirmed:
(1) the exercise of writing a specification in AcQA DSL contributes for a clear understanding
about the design of a Q&A System; (2) using AcQA specification language and engine the
time required to deploy a Q&A System is reduced; (3) the editing tools provided with AcQA
actually aid the user during the development of a Q&A System; (4) resorting to AcQA system,
the deployment of a Q&A System becomes easier and faster.
These statements need further validation, but we are recruiting more people to participate
in the next experiments. Anyway, at present, it is obvious that the results so far attained
are promising.
5 A five-grade scale, starting from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) was used in the questionnaires
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Table 1 Statistics about the answers to the research questions (N=17).
Average5 Median St. Dev.
RQ1 4.00 4.00 0.50
RQ2 3.66 3.66 0.50
RQ3 3.91 4.00 0.41
RQ4 4.23 4.50 0.49
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the domain-specific language AcQA, which allows for the specifi-
cation of a Q&A System. The specification in AcQA does not require that the developer has
a deep knowledge of general programming languages; instead, the developer can focus on the
choice of most convenient techniques to include in his new Q&A System.
To show the viability of the proposed approach and expressiveness of AcQA language,
a Q&A System to answer questions about Board Games was developed and described in
the paper. The example used data extracted from StackExchange to create the knowledge
repository; its implementation showed that it is possible to generate a Q&A System without
the need for complicated and costly GPL development.
From the analysis of the experiment outcomes, we can conclude that the majority of
the respondents agree with all the research questions. Moreover, we observed that every
participant was able to successfully create and use a Q&A System during the experimental
session. We created a website at https://acqa.di.uminho.pt/ to describe the project and
provide documentation and tools that support the AcQA language.
As previously said, in the near future we will conduct more experiments with AcQA
eco-system, involving final users from different areas and with different backgrounds (non-
programmers, domain specialists, etc.). These experiments will be tuned to test the usability
and usefulness of the AcQA DSL.
As future work, we want to extend AcQA language to integrate more techniques [6, 40,
20, 27] for query interpretation and answer formulation, to improve the user interface, and
to include server templates. Another direction for future research regards the improvement
of the techniques’ customization, allowing the developer to make more significant changes in
the algorithms and parameters while he writes an AcQA specification.
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